The Nexus Station represents the next generation of pneumatic tube system (PTS) stations, specifically designed to improve user workflows in clinical and patient care areas.
Fast Batch Loading supports:
- 5-carrier dispatch queue speeds up Pharmacy and Blood Bank workflows by allowing multiple transactions to be loaded at once. Additionally, multiple empty carriers can be loaded for automatic redistribution.
- Quiet operation for use in sensitive patient-care areas (e.g., ICU)
- Longer carrier life due to elimination of carrier-to-carrier contact
- Re-use of existing station housing and infrastructure facilitates low-impact upgrades

Secure transaction management supports:
- Multiple, locally stored, secure payloads
- Independent access control for true safety and security of sensitive payloads
- Reduce time-outs and flips that cause "missing meds" and unnecessary re-fills

Nexus Control Panel Technology provides user-friendly access and messaging

Easy-to-clean surfaces promote disinfection and infection control:
- No absorbent materials
- Spill containment features to capture payload leakage
Through its innovative design and quiet delivery, the Nexus Station supports more efficient operations and turn around times with improved workflows, payload security and user experience.

Easy Installation

The Nexus Station is designed for easy installation in new construction, renovations and upgrades.

Applications:

— Compatible with 6-inch systems
— Works with TransLogic and converted Quantum and competitive systems
— Easily retrofits to existing systems; upgrade previously installed TransLogic Standard stations with minimal disruption
— Card access security and radio frequency carrier identification are standard
— External carrier arrival indicator optional
Nexus Station Specifications

**Carrier Capacity:** 5 (same as dispatch slots)*
*Station is considered “full”

**In-Station Carrier Storage:** 8 (not including shelves)

**Payload Capacity:** 8 lbs (6-inch carrier with contents)

**Power Requirements:** 105 to 125 VAC, 50/60 Hz, single phase, 3A, unswitched, terminated at in-station Swisslog-supplied duplex outlet

**Control Requirements:** Ethernet only, Cat5e or better
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